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Abstract

In order to explore the gaps between decoders’ interpretations and encoders’ designing 
intentions with respect to the same multimodal discourses, thirty linguistic and thirty art 
graphic participants were chosen as decoders and encoders, respectively. The participants were 
required to interpret the same research data in terms of the best and the worst major colors, as 
well as the best and the worst synergetic patterns formed by major modes. It was found that the 
complete unanimity in terms of both color and spatial arrangements among the interpretations 
between participants only reached 43.3%. The unanimity in the interpretations from the 
perspective of color alone reached 46.7%. Moreover, the interpretations from the perspective 
of spatial arrangements present high unanimity, with a rate up to 70%. It is concluded that 
there are both differences and similarities between the interpretations made by encoders and 
decoders. The possible reasons underlying both differences and similarities are probed in the 
present study as well.
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1. Research Background

With the prevalence of multimodal discourse analysis since the 1990s in Western 
countries, scholars from a variety of research fields have shown great interest in this 
field (Cheng, 2017, p. 1). Therefore, much progress with respect to multimodal discourse 
studies has been achieved worldwide.

However, based on the literature review of previous studies on multimodal discourse 
analysis, the following three points in the field of multimodal discourse studies have 
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been very prominent. Firstly, virtually all scholars doing multimodal discourse analysis 
mainly adopt visual grammar formulated by Kress & van Leeuwen (1996/2006) as their 
theoretical foundation (Wei, 2009, pp. 8-9; Zhang, 2013, p. 29), which is grounded on 
systemic functional linguistics (hereafter abbreviated as SFL). However, multimodal 
discourse analysis has borrowed the thinking from linguistics, but it is not a linguistic 
study (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 19). Just as the name of “multimodality” suggests, 
multimodal discourse analysis bears the interdisciplinary tendency from the very start, 
and it should be closely related with art graphic design. Secondly, as far as the nature 
of multimodal analysis is concerned, it is the case that viewers are actually decoding 
what designers have encoded. Nevertheless, “designers and viewers do not make contact 
with each other at any point, they are both monologues” (O’Toole, 1994, p. 3). It is 
maybe the case that “designers are just responsible for encoding while viewers are just 
responsible for decoding”. Besides, designers and viewers by all means have no way 
to communicate” (Cheng & Zhang, 2016, p. 7). Thus, what remains unclear is whether 
decoders’ interpretations are in accordance with encoders’ designing intentions or not. 
Finally, to date, scholars doing multimodal discourse analysis have mainly been limited to 
systemic functional linguists (Zhu, 2007, p. 85). 

In order to address the above problems, this study was conducted to explore the gaps 
between decoders’ interpretations and encoders’ designing intentions. To be specific, 
is aimed at unveiling the similarities and differences in the interpretation of the same 
multimodal discourses made by encoders and decoders. Furthermore, possible underlying 
causes of both the similarities and differences will be discussed.

2. Research Design

Based on the research background, the present study was conducted primarily to find 
out the differences and similarities in the interpretation of the same multimodal products 
by contemporary primary decoders (i.e., linguistic scholars) with respect to where 
multimodal discourse analysis and art graphic designers are on earth.

First, the research question is posed: “what are the similarities and differences in 
interpretations of the same multimodal discourses between linguistic and art graphic 
design participants?” Second, considering the research objective, two kinds of participants, 
sixty in total—thirty linguistic participants and thirty art graphic ones—were chosen. The 
linguistic participants are all linguistic teachers from five universities across different 
regions in China. The participants selected this way are typical and representative to a 
large extent. In addition, all of them have had experience in doing multimodal discourse 
studies. Art graphic participants either have part-time job experience in advertising 
companies or are actual designers. The reason why art graphic participants were chosen 
this way is that their designing proficiency is equivalent or close to that of the designers 
designing the research data of the present study. Third, the instrument employed in 
the present study is an online questionnaire with thirty multiple choice questions, and 
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short answer questions to be answered by art graphic participants only. The name of the 
questionnaire on sojump (http://www.sojump.com) is “Questionnaire regarding both 
the Similarities and the Differences in Comprehending Multimodality”. With respect to 
research data, they are thirty public multimodal advertisements (hereafter abbreviated as 
Ads) of investment and financial management (hereafter abbreviated as IFM). In addition, 
all data are characterized by the co-deployment of major image with big size, major hue 
with intense saturation and high differentiation, logo and explanatory verbal text (see 
Figure 1). Thus all the data are typical visual-verbal multimodal discourses in nature. In 
addition, the reason of choosing multimodal Ads of IFM as research data is that they are 
brief and striking in form, strong and appealing in effect, with harmonious and bright 
colors, and unique spatial arrangement.

Figure 1. A sample of multimodal Ads of IFM

3. Results of the Online Questionnaire

Major results regarding the online questionnaire will be depicted from the following four 
perspectives: general interpretations between participants, general interpretations within 
participants, interpretations in terms of color, and interpretations from the perspective of 
spatial arrangements.

3.1 General interpretations between participants
It is commonly acknowledged that multimodal literacy is indispensable for virtually 
anyone to understand both the inner and outside world. Yet the current state of multimodal 
literacy is far from satisfactory. Taking the interpretations by linguistic scholars for 
example, different linguistic scholars can give different or at least slightly different 
interpretations even for the same multimodal discourse.

This section is mainly concerned with the general interpretations, including both 
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the differences and similarities between linguistic participants and art graphic ones. The 
descriptive statistics demonstrate that there are indeed remarkable differences in terms of 
both general interpretations and those only from the perspective of color. Furthermore, 
the interpretations of the spatial arrangements that present large similarities while certain 
differences are demonstrated as well. Table 1 demonstrates the general interpretations of 
the research data.

Table 1. General interpretations between participants

Evaluating parameters                                                   Results
(color and spatial arrangements)

The number of 
research materials 

(30 in total)

The percentage 
(100/% in total)

Unanimity in both color and spatial arrangements 13 43.30%

Unanimity in terms of color only 1 3.30%

Unanimity in terms of spatial arrangements only 8 26.70%

Unanimity neither in terms of spatial arrangements nor in color 8 26.70%

It can be seen from Table 1 that the complete unanimity in terms of both color and 
spatial arrangement among the interpretations between these two kinds of participants 
only registers thirteen research data points out of thirty in total. The overall unanimity rate 
just reaches 43.3%. In other words, among the thirteen research data points, all the sixty 
participants are consistent with each other at least in terms of the best major hues (namely 
color), the worst major hues as well as the best and the worst synergetic patterns. These 
descriptive statistics just confirm that there are large differences in the interpretations 
between linguistic and art graphic participants. However, similarities in the interpretations 
between participants do exist as well.

The unanimity in the interpretations from the perspective of color alone involves 
fourteen research materials of thirty in total, among which one research material 
with unanimity in terms of color but not in spatial arrangements is also included. 
The unanimity rate only reaches 46.7%. In this perspective, it can be inferred that 
interpretations by linguistic scholars have largely deviated from the meanings in the 
mode of color presupposed by the image designers. Or rather exactly, it can be seen that 
linguistic scholars do not decode or grasp all the meanings entailed in the colors used in 
these research data. What is more, the number of research materials that these two kinds 
of participants reach an unanimous agreement in terms of spatial arrangements but not 
in color is 8, which accounts for 26.70%. It is the same with the research materials with 
unanimity neither in terms of spatial arrangements nor in color. It can be calculated from 
the above data that the interpretations from the perspective of spatial arrangements present 
big unanimity in twenty-one research materials amid the thirty in total. The unanimity rate 
is up to 70%.
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3.2 General interpretations within participants
As presented above, there are indeed similarities and differences in the interpretations of 
the same multimodal discourses between participants. According to the author’s analysis, 
it is the same with within-participants.

General interpretations from the perspective of both the most and least suitable 
colors in terms of representing themes of the multimodal ads of IFM have been profiled 
in Figures 2 and 3. It can be seen from the wavy tendency of these two Figures that 
differences do exist in both linguistic and art graphic groups. From the perspective of gaps 
between peaks and troughs of waves, however, differences within the group of linguistic 
participants are much bigger than those within the group of art graphic ones. In addition, 
although there are fluctuations with respect to the most suitable colors among art graphic 
participants, some regular tendencies can be found as well. For instance, golden yellow 
and blue are commonly acknowledged as the top two suitable colors. Nevertheless, no 
regular features at all can be concluded from the group of linguistic participants. 

Contrary to the results exhibited from the perspective of the most suitable colors, 
interpretations of the least suitable colors by the linguistic participants present regular 
tendencies. It is commonly acknowledged by the majority of linguistic participants 
(63.33%, i.e., nineteen participants of thirty in total) that green is the least suitable one 
for embodying the themes of investment and financial management. By contrast, no 
regular features are exhibited among the interpretations by the group of art graphic design 
participants.

Figure 2. General interpretations of the least suitable colors by all the participants

Figure 3. General interpretations of the most suitable colors by all the participants
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With respect to the similarities in the interpretations of spatial arrangement, there 
are big similarities whether from the perspective of between-participants or within-
participants. These similarities are reflected in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the agreement evaluations on the best spatial arrangements of major images, 
logos and explanatory texts by linguistic and art graphic design participants

       Locations
Modes

Upper right Upper left Center Lower right Lower left Total

Major pictures
2 4 7 4 4 21

9.50% 19% 33.30% 19% 19% 100%

Logos
6 8 3 3 1 21

28.60% 38.10% 14.30% 14.30% 4.80% 100%

Explanatory texts
1 1 2 9 8 21

4.80% 4.80% 9.50% 42.90% 38.10% 100%

 
It can be concluded from Table 2 that center is the ideal location for major images in 

the multimodal genre of IFM, with upper left being the most suitable place for logos and 
lower parts of the framed area are ideal for explanatory verbal texts.

3.3 Interpretations in terms of color
The general interpretations, including both the differences and similarities made by 
linguistic participants and art graphic ones have been profiled in the preceding section. As 
noted, Table 1 and the descriptive statistics in the preceding section have revealed how 
many pieces of research materials present the complete unanimity in terms of the overall 
interpretations, and how many pieces only present unanimity either in terms of color or 
from the perspective of spatial arrangements.

In spite of this, in order to reveal an overall interpretation of all the research data, 
it is necessary to find out what the concrete interpretation of each research material is. 
Insomuch as these multimodal products are to express the same theme, i.e., investment 
and financial management, is there a general order of preference in terms of the major 
color? If so, in what order does the preference proceed? Are certain colors actually and 
usually preferred over others? If there is really an order of color preference, then is it 
possible to assign each concrete color a concrete value?

According to the above illustration, the following two points can be summarized. 
First, the between-participant unanimity rates are very low, i.e., 43.3% from the overall 
point of view and 46.7% from the perspective of color only. Second, the interpretations 
of the modes of color made by art graphic participants present regular features while 
no regular features have been found among the interpretations conducted by linguistic 
participants.

According to the above summarizations, the following conclusions can be reached. 
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Firstly, linguistic scholars have not been able to decode or grasp all the meanings 
contained in the images presupposed by the designers. Secondly, big differences in 
the interpretations between linguistic participants and art graphic do exist. Thirdly, it 
is justified that researchers from other research fields are generally not familiar with 
the repertoire of designing knowledge, or lacking rich designing practices as well as 
systematic formal schooling education regarding art graphic design equipped by art 
graphic practitioners. In view of these facts, it is tentatively determined that the present 
study mainly employs the results regarding the mode of color summarized from the 
interpretations performed by art graphic participants. Meanwhile, opinions of the least 
suitable colors from linguistic scholars are taken into account as valuable references. In 
addition, these six colors, namely red, yellow, green, blue, black and white are commonly 
acknowledged as the six fundamental psychological visual colors within people’s 
feelings. Therefore, the present study chiefly takes the above six fundamental colors into 
consideration. 

In view of the fact that this is only a pilot study along the road of the comparative 
empirical study which is meant to make encoders and decoders have a direct talk, and that 
no more previous studies of this kind have been available for reference, only the intensely 
saturated colors are included in the present study. Major hues employed in this study are 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Samples of colors with intense saturation

     

                                   Red                                                                           Blue

                           Golden yellow                                                                  Green
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                                 Black                                                 Yellow

In addition, in order to relieve visual burdens on the part of participants, colors with 
low differentiation are excluded from the present study. For instance, in Figure 5, image 
1 is more differentiated than image 2, so image 2 is excluded. It is the same with image 
3 and 4. Because purple is a cold-tuned color, the colors in image 3 are more appropriate 
than purple.

Figure 5. Samples of colors with low differentiation

                                 1                                                                            2
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                                   3                                                                           4

With regard to the similarities, it is commonly acknowledged by the participants that 
the most suitable colors to embody the theme of IFM are golden yellow or yellow, red 
and blue in turn. Of the thirty research materials in total, participants voted golden yellow 
or yellow, red and blue as the most suitable color for ten, ten and eight research materials 
respectively, which account for 93.33% of the total research materials (see Table 3). On 
the contrary, virtually no obvious regular features have been found, especially in terms of 
the most suitable colors for the theme of multimodal products of IFM among linguistic 
participants. This can prove that different scholars may have different opinions even for 
the same multimodal product. 

Table 3. The most suitable colors embodying the theme of multimodal genre of IFM

                                          Results
Most suitable colors

Number of research data
(thirty in total)

Proportions
(93.33% in total)

golden yellow/yellow 10 33.33%

red 10 33.33%

blue 8 26.67%

Nevertheless, there are remarkable differences in the interpreting tendencies with 
respect to the least suitable colors between these two groups of participants. To be specific, 
interpretations of the least suitable colors for the multimodal genre of IFM within the 
group of linguistic participants present regular tendencies. It is commonly acknowledged 
by the majority of linguistic participants (63.33%, i.e., nineteen participants of thirty in 
total) that green is the least suitable one for embodying themes of investment and financial 
management. By contrast, no regular features with regard to the least suitable colors are 
exhibited among the interpretations by the group of art graphic design participants.

Based on the analysis and summarizations from the interpretations by art graphic 
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participants and by reference to those of linguistic ones, it is found that there is indeed a 
general order of color preference. Moreover, during the process of determining the color 
preference, the present study refers to one of the three commonly-adopted methods listed 
in Kouwer (1949, p. 33) in conducting the studies on color preferences. To be specific, the 
present study chiefly adopted the method that “judging colors separately in accordance 
with a given scale of values” (ibid.).

The order of color preference in the multimodal genre of IFM is generalized as 
follows: starting from the most preferred color, the order of color preference ranges from 
yellow or exactly golden yellow, through blue and red, to the equally unpreferred colors 
(black and white), to the most unpleasant color (i.e., green). To summarize, the order of 
color preference in the multimodal genre of IFM is: green → black/white → red → blue 
→ yellow/golden yellow.

One point worth noting is that the degree of preference increases as the right arrow 
moves forward. Actually, the order of color preferences forms a continuum and green, 
black and white, red, blue and yellow are five extremes along this continuum. In addition, 
the intermediate colors are considered more preferred than the left adjoining primary 
colors and naturally less preferred than the right adjoining primary color, for instance, a 
blackish green is more preferred than green but less preferred than black.

On the basis of the above color preference order and for the sake of facilitating the 
interpretation of general multimodal discourses of IFM, the present study intends to 
regulate the color preference pattern by assigning concrete values for the colors along the 
color preference order. Figure 6 demonstrates the values assigned for the mode of color.

Figure 6. Color preference continuum 

Major results with regard to the mode of color can provide answers for the first 
research question. The following three important points can be concluded from the 
above mentioned Figures: First, Figures 2 and 3 can confirm that there are really gaps 
between the interpretations conducted by the practitioners of art graphic design and 
linguistic scholars. Second, it is not difficult to find from Figures 1 and 2 that there are 
obvious regular features among the interpretations by art graphic participants while on the 
contrary, different linguistic participants may have different opinions even for the same 
multimodal products, or exactly they are ill-regulated to some extent. Finally, the fact 
can be verified that practitioners will inevitably, unconsciously or consciously take their 
designing practice or principles into consideration when interpreting multimodal products. 
Furthermore, their interpretations will produce some valuable implications for scholars 
from other research fields. 
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3.4 Interpretations in terms of spatial arrangements
Major results with regard to the mode of color have been demonstrated in the preceding 
section. These results cover both the similarities and differences within participants 
as well as between participants. Besides, the most suitable colors for the theme of 
multimodal genre of IMF have been summarized as well. This section is devoted to 
presenting the pairwise comparisons between the best synergetic patterns and the worst 
ones among all the redesigned multimodal discourses for each of the thirty research 
materials one by one on condition that the major hues keep unchanged. 

Inasmuch as there is indeed a general order of color preference in this financial 
genre, some colors are really preferred to others and the major colors can be granted 
with concrete values according to the color preference order, then the following question 
will arise naturally: is it the same with the spatial arrangements? To be specific: 1) What 
are the overviews in terms of the best and the worst synergetic patterns of all the thirty 
research materials regarded by the majority of the subjects? 2) Are there general orders 
of preference in terms of spatial locations for major images, logos and the explanatory 
verbal texts? 3) Actual co-occurring patterns among all the modes can be of great variety, 
yet is there a best synergetic pattern for the major modes to work together? If so, what is 
it? These questions will be addressed in the subsequent part.

3.4.1 Similarities and differences in terms of spatial arrangements of images and verbal 
texts
According to the results outlined in Table 5.3 and statistical analysis of the other nine 
research materials with different evaluations by linguistic and art graphic participants, 
the holistic opinions of the spatial arrangements of major images and explanatory verbal 
texts are as follows: 56.67% linguistic participants (seventeen in total) and 53.33% of art 
graphic ones (sixteen in total) view the patterns where the major image is placed on the 
left and the explanatory verbal text is placed on the right  as a more ideal visual-verbal 
arrangement. The pattern where the explanatory verbal text is placed on the upper part 
and the major image placed on the lower framed area (see Figure 7) is regarded as more 
ideal by both linguistic and art graphic design participants as well.
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Figure 7. Samples of ideal synergetic patterns formed by images and verbal texts
  

Although there is high unanimity of spatial arrangements of images and verbal texts 
between these two groups of participants, the number of linguistic participants with 
this opinion is slightly larger than that of art graphic ones. It is likely that scholars from 
other research fields are mainly internalized with traditional visual-verbal relations while 
scholars in the field of art graphic design will take a lot of unconventional factors into 
consideration, like the insights about effects of both conventional and unconventional 
designing to be achieved by format design (e.g., Liu & Li, 2016; Tao et al., 2015; Chen, 
2009), special requirements for art design practitioners within omnimedia environment 
(Leng, 2016, pp. 105-106). In other words, it is essential that art graphic practitioners not 
only possess knowledge like formal beauty in esthetics, typology, color, rhythm, and so 
on, but also take other factors such as consumer psychology (e.g., Solomon et al., 2012), 
marketing strategy, etc. into account in the context of the omnimedia.

3.4.2 Opinions of the best and the worst synergetic patterns
After analyzing the results demonstrated in Figures 2, 3 and Table 2 thoroughly, I 
interviewed five art graphic subjects interviewed with the results in Figures 2, 3 and Table 
2 presented to them. This in-depth interview was employed to explore what co-occurring 
patterns formed by the core modes are the most and the least ideal in a concrete, thorough 
and penetrating way. After that, both the most and the least ideal synergetic patterns have 
been tentatively concluded.
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Specifically, when the major hue of multimodal products or major hue of major 
images is golden yellow, the major image happens to be placed in the center, and the 
explanatory verbal text happens to be placed on the lower left part or the lower right 
section, these patterns are called the best or the most ideal synergetic patterns. In addition, 
when the four major modes, namely the logo, the major image, the major hue, and 
the explanatory verbal text work together to form this ideal pattern, then the specific 
multimodal discourse with this pattern is the most informative. Figure 8 portrays an 
overview of the best synergetic pattern(s). 

Figure 8. Samples of print advertisements of IFM with the best spatial synergetic patterns  
  

In addition, the results presented in Table 2 reveal that there are general orders of 
preference in terms of the spatial locations for major images, logos and the explanatory 
verbal texts. At the same time, it serves as an overview of the agreement of evaluations 
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on the best spatial arrangements of major pictures, logos and explanatory texts by 
linguistic and art graphic design participants. In addition, there are big similarities 
between these above two kinds of participants in terms of spatial arrangements. To 
be specific, it is commonly acknowledged that the center or middle lower part of the 
framed area is the most ideal location for the major pictures. With respect to the logo, the 
participants commonly perceive that the upper left position is the most ideal for it in that 
this position is the starting point for reading multimodal products. Moreover, the left and 
right inferior parts are much more ideal locations for explanatory texts (Cheng & Zhang, 
2016, p. 6).  

In addition, these two kinds of participants are highly consistent with each other with 
respect to the worst synergetic pattern in terms of representing meanings. According 
to statistics, the worst synergetic pattern formed by the core modes is this situation in 
which the major picture is placed in the upper right part, with the logo lower left and 
the explanatory texts in the upper part. In addition, it is found that there are no obvious 
regular patterns among the ill-arranged research materials as in the well-arranged ones 
from the perspective of spatial arrangements. Therefore, the results as regards the 
agreement evaluations on the worst spatial arrangements of major pictures, logos and 
explanatory texts by linguistic and art graphic design participants will not be illustrated in 
detail.

4. Similarities

As noted, results with regard to similarities and differences in the interpretations have 
already been reported in the preceding sections. So, what are the underlying causes for 
these similarities and differences? This section is devoted to discussing the major results 
by referring to theories and studies mentioned previously.

According to the analysis of the major results, the complete unanimity rate of the 
overall interpretations is 43.3% (i.e., thirteen research materials). In other words, as far 
as these thirteen research materials are concerned, all the sixty participants are consistent 
with each other at least in terms of the best major hues (namely color), the worst major 
hues, and the best and the worst spatial arrangements. The unanimity of the interpretations 
from the perspective of color alone involve fourteen research materials of thirty and the 
unanimity rate reaches 46.7%. The unanimity rate with regard to the spatial arrangements 
among core modes amounts to 70%. From this standpoint, it can be concluded that certain 
similarities do exist in the interpretations of the same multimodal discourse between 
linguistic scholars and art graphic designers.

In this section, major results will be further discussed in the hope of exploring 
what might lie behind these above results from the perspective of cultural traditions, 
practical experience and professional knowledge reserve possessed by these two kinds 
of participants. In addition, the discussion will be specially conducted to address the 
feasibility of the multimodal visual-verbal discourse analytical framework constructed in 
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the present study. Meanwhile, potential applications of these results will be explored as 
well.

4.1 Cultural tradition
These similarities in the interpretations made by “decoders” (i.e., linguistic participants) 
and “encoders” (i.e., art graphic participants) can be provided with evidences from long-
term cultural traditions. First, the employment of color during the process of art graphic 
design is not really random and intuitive. Instead, it is relatively fixed experience during 
long-term practice. As already noted in numerous previous studies (e.g., Ge et al., 2005; 
Saito, 1996), certain regular features with respect to color characteristics, employment 
and color preference have been existing although some changes are bound to happen with 
the evolution of times. This very experience can in turn be transmitted from generation 
to generation. In addition, the relations among different colors are not at random, either. 
Instead, they are the consequences of color-collocating experience of the process of long-
term practice. 

Second, the Chinese traditional “five color system” (i.e., cyan, yellow, red, white and 
black) is a valuable cultural heritage as suggested by the name. The traditional “five color 
system” is used to summarize the relationships between human beings, between human 
beings and society, and between human beings and nature. These five colors are used to 
generalize all the complicated colors in the natural world. Gradually, the complicated 
colors are gradually regularized, symbolized and schematized, and more gradually 
folk color views are formed deep-rooted and transmitted from generation to generation 
(Zhao, 2012, pp. 229-230). In addition, it is found that although the formation of color’s 
symbolic meanings is subjected to certain social and cultural backgrounds, the application 
of color’s symbolic meanings is not specific to certain people or certain cultures, rather, it 
is universal (ibid.). 

Third, as mentioned by Kouwer (1949, p. 34), Cohn (1894) was the first scholar to 
conduct the study on color preferences. He then conducted the study again by increasing 
the number of subjects from the original 14 to about 500 or even 1000. The results 
were summarized by Eysenck (noted from Kouwer, p. 34). The results of Cohn’s study 
reveal that there is indeed a certain universal order of color preference according to the 
affective value of the colors. Being universal means being popular among people, whether 
professional designers or common people.

Based on the above analysis, it is justified that there are similarities in the 
interpretations of colors among participants because of tradition, transmission and 
universal color preference.

4.2 Similarities in knowledge structure 
As has been elaborated, as far as the primary meanings conveyed are concerned, 
interpretations by both scholars doing multimodal discourse analysis and art graphic 
designers demonstrated large similarities. In addition, linguistic scholars’ opinions of 
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spatial arrangements are in high agreement with those of art graphic practitioners. This 
can be attributed to similarities in knowledge structure between these two kinds of 
participants. 

In the first place, meanings conveyed by visual elements placed in the visual center 
are similar to the field of discourse in contextual configuration. Visual center is a 
common term utilized in the field of art graphic design while context is what linguistic 
scholars are familiar with. It is found in many previous studies (e.g., Tatler, 2007; 
Roberts-Breslin, 2003) that the major information of top hierarchy is bound to be placed 
in the visual center. Field of discourse (Halliday & Hasan, 1985/1989, p. 12) concerns 
what is going on in a specific text. In addition, scholars doing multimodal discourse 
analysis are well informed of the compositional parameter “salient” (Kress & van 
Leeuwen, 2006, p. 202). They commonly determine what the field of discourse concerns 
by means of salience of modes. In this respect, it is natural that certain similarities in the 
interpretation of primary meanings transmitted by certain multimodal discourse exist 
between them.

Secondly, the objective of multimodal visual grammar is in agreement with that 
of format design and visual flow. Scholars doing multimodal discourse analysis are 
well equipped with knowledge of visual grammar (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996/2006). 
According to Machin (2007, pp. ix-x), what multimodality primarily concerns is just 
the rules and principles adopted by image designers. Exactly speaking, multimodality 
involves the analysis of fundamental principles utilized by designers to arrange visual 
elements. Thus, viewers can be able to grasp meaning potentials transmitted by the 
arrangements of salience, color saturations, framing and so on. Meanwhile, the basic 
requirement of format design (Liu & Li, 2016, p. 62) is first to determine the habitual 
reading modes on the part of target readers, and then to arrange the co-occurring patterns 
among visual elements like images, verbal texts, colors and so on according to target 
readers’ habitual reading modes in a reasonable, orderly and vivid way.  

Finally, the similarities in the interpretation lie in art graphic designers’ designing 
intentions. According to Halliday and Hasan (1985/1989), a text is an outcome of 
both process and product. During the designing process, what designers are primarily 
concerned with is to transmit information to target viewers in an accurate and smooth way 
(Liu & Li, 2016, p. 62) and along a definite channel (Watson & Hill, 1997, p. 139). As a 
consequence, designers will efficiently address their viewers in easily “recognizable and 
socially appropriate way” (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p. 45). For this purpose of design, 
designers are supposed to choose the “most apt and plausible forms” in a specific context 
so as to make their information understandable (Zhang, 2013, p. 42). In addition, context 
of creation will chiefly relate to the “author’s conception of the viewers”. Furthermore, 
his or her perception as well as attitudes towards target viewers will in turn have much to 
do with how these perceptions and attitudes are built into the text. From this standpoint, 
designers attach great importance to the context in which multimodal discourses are 
created and to the appropriate usage of signs. However, context and signs are what 
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systemic-functional linguists are well equipped with. In other words, when decoding 
the “product”, i.e., text, scholars doing multimodal discourse analysis will focus on how 
designers construct meaning systems from the perspective of social semiotics (Halliday, 
1994).

To sum up, color-collocation, color’s symbolic and schematized meanings, color 
preference order, and so on, are all universal. Being universal means being popular, 
general and historically successive, which are just some aspects of cultures. In other 
words, being universal means being accessible to public. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that similarities exist among participants.

5. Differences

Apart from the similarities in the interpretations of the same multimodal discourse 
exhibited by both linguistic and art graphic participants, what is notable is the differences 
between them. This section is dedicated to discussing the results of interpreting 
differences from the perspective of the sign-making process in social semiotics, properties 
of multimodal discourse, and professional knowledge reserves possessed by these two 
groups of participants. Besides, mismatching between participants is also viewed as a 
possible reason for the interpreting differences.

5.1 Sign-making process in social semiotics
As already elaborated, any multimodal discourse will involve specific sign-makings 
against semiotic potentials. However, signs are by no means pre-existing combinations 
of signifiers and signifieds in social semiotics, nor are they always “available” or 
“ready-made” to be selected and employed. Instead, sign-makings, to a larger extent, 
are consequences of motivation relating to sign-makers and a certain specific context 
(Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 8). Specific sign-makers will choose the most apt and 
plausible signs available to them to achieve their specific purposes under a specific 
context. Therefore, from this standpoint of view, signs are “functional units”. Thus, 
selected signs can be presented in many possible material ways so long as they can 
achieve the representational function (Larsen, 1994, p. 3824). Meanwhile, there is no 
contact at all between sign-makers and viewers (O’ Toole, 1994, p. 3; Cheng & Zhang, 
2016, pp. 4-5). Based on the above analysis, it is justified that there are differences 
between linguistic scholars and art graphic designers even in interpreting the same 
multimodal discourses.

It can be found that the most apt and plausible signs are the consequences of 
an analogous process, which is actually a process of classification. Analogy or 
classification, in turn, is conventional (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 8). So it is 
highly proposed by Kress and van Leeuwen (ibid., p. 11) that sign-makings are always 
motivated and conventional. Or rather they form a continuum between motivation and 
convention.
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Figure 9. Convention-motivation continuum 

To be specific, many sign-makings are conducted in a mediated way between 
convention and specific motivation. In other words, the selecting signs are, by and large, 
somewhere in between these two extremes, or exactly in correspondence with a certain 
point along the convention-motivation continuum. In this respect, the convention-
motivation continuum can justify both similarities and differences in the interpretations 
made by linguistic and art graphic participants.

5.2 Properties of multimodal discourses of IFM
As far as the remarkable interpreting differences among linguistic scholars as well 
as between the linguistic scholars and art graphic practitioners are concerned, these 
differences can be attributed to the properties of multimodal discourses of IFM. First, 
the design of print advertisements is a strongly comprehensive mental process in that 
a very wide span that falls between the intuitive visual images and the meanings to be 
expressed by means of inner logics (Cheng & Zhang, 2016, p. 5). Thus, the originalities 
of print advertisements are polysemous, hierarchical and floating. Second, there is lack 
of communication, or rather exactly, no contact at all between art graphic designers 
and scholars. The lack of communication is supposed to shoulder responsibilities for 
the interpreting differences. Just as O’Toole (1994, p. 3) put it, the viewers (decoders) 
and the designers (encoders) of arts “do not make contact with each other at any point. 
They are monologues, i.e., no intersection with each other, and they fail to help their 
speakers relate to each other”, which are our long-term and habitual cultural traditions. 
This was detected by Cheng and Zhang (2016, pp. 4-5) as well. They note that “designers 
and decoders have never interacted and communicated about designing concepts 
before” and that “decoders in the linguistic field have not virtually communicated 
with encoders majoring in art graphic design. This contributes to the situation where 
designers are just responsible for designing while decoders interpret whatever they like 
individually” (ibid.). Third, O’Toole (1994) also ascribed this to the lack of standard 
languages for describing arts. When we are confronted with multimodal products, 
which are ubiquitous in people’s practical lives, people are accustomed to adopting 
their individual decoding ways and methods. As a matter of fact, they have no choice 
but to conduct decoding individually in that there is no handy standard to adopt. These 
meanings to be expressed here can be confirmed by O’Toole (1994, p. 4). It is stated in 
his study that different viewers with certain pieces of art are privately involved; how to 
interpret a piece of art when encountered comes completely out of individual viewer’s 
vision, knowledge reserve, and mood. Viewers are always making their associations. 
In a sense, it is their eyes that do the analysis indeed. In addition, viewers often find 
that the transformation of arts into words has little to with the perceptual reality and 
intentions of designers. 
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One important point to note is that there are likely to be conflicts between the drives 
to present designers’ creativity and those to reach an audience under a market-oriented 
economy. It is generally contradictory for designers to design multimodal ads under a 
market-oriented economy. In doing so, designers have motivations to design ads which 
will realize their desire for self-expression on the one hand, while on the other hand, 
designers will be manipulated by marketplace as well where the value of a certain 
multimodal ads is primarily judged by economic criteria. As a consequence, it is highly 
possible that the motivation to present one’s creativity and the one to reach an audience 
are sometimes compatible, and sometimes not (Roberts-Breslin, 2003, p. 8). 

In addition, although there are remarkable differences in the decoding conducted by 
these two kinds of participants, still quite large proportions of interpretations by them 
present similarities to a large extent. However, similarities in the interpretations from 
the point of view of spatial synergetic pattern are much larger compared with those 
demonstrated both by the overall interpretations and colors. These phenomena can also 
be justified from the perspective of cultural traditions. Even in ancient times, people 
can familiarly have the reading capacity of spatial orientations. Furthermore, the culture 
about Yin and Yang, the eight diagrams as well as the five elements is deeply rooted in 
people’s minds and transmitted from generation to generation. Plus, spatial orientations 
are relatively familiar and easier to understand than colors. This is because in designing, 
lots of complicated factors apart from the six kinds of basic colors need to be taken into 
consideration, such as the opposition between cold and warm colors, the contrast between 
light and dark colors, between purity and clarity, the harmony among different hues, 
saturations, color brightness, color gradients, etc. These are all professional knowledge 
possessed by art graphic practitioners and are out of reach of scholars in other research 
fields. From this perspective, it can be concluded that this professional knowledge is 
out of the reach of cultural traditions and transmissions. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that the similarities concerning the interpretations from the point of view of spatial 
synergetic pattern are much larger compared with those demonstrated both by the overall 
interpretations and colors. 

5.3 Professional knowledge reserves
As already elaborated, some common sense like color-collocation, colors’ symbolic and 
schematized meanings, and color preference orders, are universal and can be transmitted 
from generation to generation. However, knowledge with respect to concrete designing 
practice are far more complicated than common sense and tradition. Taking color as 
an example, lots of factors relating to it are by no means simple to grasp, such as the 
opposition between cold and warm colors, the contrast between light and dark colors, 
the harmony between hues, saturations, color brightness, color gradients and so on. 
It is obvious that they are by no means a matter of perception out of common sense 
and cultural tradition. Instead, they are acquired and accumulated in long-term formal 
school education and designing practice. Obviously the knowledge belongs to part of 
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professional knowledge reserves possessed by art graphic practitioners. Therefore, in 
this sense, it is not linguistic knowledge alone that can settle the issues of multimodal 
decoding.

5.4 Mismatching between subjects
The differences in the interpretations between the art graphic design participants and 
linguistic ones can be attributed to mismatching between subjects. It is conceivable and 
logical that designers of any advertisement will take the potential viewers’ comprehending 
capacities into account when designing. This can be proven by Hasan (1996, p. 52) that 
creation will be related to the “author’s conception of the audience”, which relates to 
the designers’ perception and attitudes towards the readership and how they are built 
into the text (Royce, 1999, p. 131). Additionally, it is highly possible that designers will 
by no means expect that their designing will be evaluated, interpreted or even studied 
by linguistic scholars for academic purposes one day when they conducted the act of 
designing.

The present study seeks to endow between-subject mismatching with the following 
definition by referring to the opinions elaborated by Chen (1999, pp. 31-32). Mismatching 
between subjects refers to the fact that the designing subjects (i.e., encoders or 
designers) will be likely to exclude certain kinds of groups as their potential readers 
when they conduct the action of selecting certain modes in the process of designing. 
As a consequence, these certain kinds of groups will be naturally excluded from the 
communication. Obviously, the contexts generated by a group of subjects with similar 
cultural and knowledge backgrounds will be relatively independent of those yielded by 
another group of subjects with different cultural backgrounds and knowledge structure 
as well as reserves. Furthermore, it is definite that there will be differences in terms of 
terms, knowledge structures as well as logics between these above two kinds of groups as 
they have never interacted and communicated with each other before. What is more, to be 
certain, the involvement by other groups instead of the designing subjects will definitely 
impose their individual moods, attitudes, and so on upon comprehending the original 
speech actions (O’Toole, 1994, p. 4). In view of the above analysis, it is justified that there 
are differences between different subjects. 

6. Summary

This paper is dedicated to reporting the results with regards to both the similarities and the 
differences in the interpretations between groups of linguistic participants and art graphic 
design ones. Meanwhile, the results of within-participants have been demonstrated as 
well. Major results are generalized with regards to preliminary study, online questionnaire 
and retrospective interview, respectively.

The statistical analysis of the preliminary study has shown that there are indeed 
significant differences between linguistic scholars and art graphic designers in terms of 
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both interpreting foundations and interpreting sequence. To be specific, when decoding 
the main meanings conveyed by multimodal discourses and tapping potential attitudes 
of image designers as well as investors, they are grounded on the following four explicit 
criteria: the elements placed in the visual center or the best visual region, visual process, 
the affective characters of the main colors, as well as the image-verbal relations. In 
addition, it is found that their reading path is fixed and clear-cut. The interpreting 
sequence adopted by art graphic practitioners is from images to logo, then to explanatory 
verbal texts, and ultimately to images again. By contrast, the interpreting sequence 
adopted by linguistic scholars is from logo first to explanatory verbal texts, and then to 
major images.

The analysis of the online questionnaire demonstrates: 
● With respect to the general interpretations of the research data, there are 

similarities and differences both between and within participants.
● The unanimity rate of color interpretation is 46.60% whilst the divergence rate of 

color interpretation between participants is up to 53.40%.
● There are high similarities (i.e., 70%) in the interpretation of spatial arrangements, 

though there are slight variances in terms of visual-verbal arrangements. In 
addition, two groups of participants are in agreement with each other about the 
most ideal synergetic pattern formed by core modes involved in the multimodal 
genre of IMF. To be specific, the best synergetic patterns refer to situations where 
the major hue is golden yellow, the major image happens to be placed in the 
center, and the explanatory verbal text happens to be placed on the lower left part 
or the lower right section are generalized.

Both the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the retrospective interview show 
that there are slight similarities and remarkable differences between participants. 
More specifically, besides primary meanings conveyed, there are differences in the 
interpretations from the perspective of the following dimensions: interpreting foundation, 
reading path, terms employed, reading “attract”, synergetic effects formed by core modes, 
and so on.
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